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Part of modern school history

Early on, we initiated ground-breaking and reform-oriented developments, such as school benches with incline and height adjustment. Today, we offer a wide range of innovative and ergonomically exemplary furniture and media, designed to meet all the
requirements of modern schools – whether in the classroom,
staff room or administration areas.

We are a leading, high-performance full-service provider throughout Europe in the field of educational furniture – with solidlydesigned programmes that open up a wide range of uses. We develop integrated solutions for our customers – from a single
source. In addition to our range of more than 4,000 products for
the education sector alone, we offer a comprehensive service
from planning and project management, to ongoing support and
training.
Example applications:
School office, reception
Discussions in the staff room
Workplaces in the staff room
Storage space in the staff room
Meetings with parents, dialogue
Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge, meeting place
Specialist teacher’s office, school management
Janitor, archive rooms
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VS Furniture was founded in 1898 and we have been supplying
schools with sophisticated furniture solutions ever since. We have also built a reputation as a long-standing manufacturer of office furniture.
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School office,
reception
The friendly port of call in the modern school
Welcome to the school office. This area comprises two spaces
which are clearly separated into a work space and public space.
The school office is typically the first port of call for information
- not just for students, but also for visitors.
The counter unit is at the heart of this space. It separates the
two zones without creating an unnecessary obstacle for contact.
Counters such as these can be designed in various lengths: for
example, half-height Serie 700 cabinets with optional complementary add-on counter elements.

A welcoming design contributes greatly in creating a positive atmosphere. Refreshing colour effects underscore this impression.
The Serie 800 cabinet and shelving system provides floor-to-ceiling storage space, essentially meeting all storage and archiving
needs for the school office. Modern desks and cabinet walls can
create a friendly atmosphere, thanks to the use of light surfaces
- or warm wood hues to make visitors feel welcome.
Our suggestions for you are on the following pages. Let yourself
be inspired!
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Serie 800
cabinets, wardrobe cabinets
combi-shelves, add-on cupboards,
with cupboard ladder

School office, reception

Serie 700
cabinet with add-on counter unit
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Workplace in the school office
Despite the coming and going of frequent visitors, the focus is also on work in the school office. The ideal furniture solution here is a NetWork worktable, with the option to integrate an
angled add-on table as an additional worktop,
or contact surface.
The LightUp office swivel chair ensures users sit
ergonomically whilst working. The OfficeBox
mobile container provides personal storage
space directly at the workplace, but also offers
a convenient seating area for short discussions.
The slender, translucent Serie 2000-T counter
element elegantly separates the public area.

LightUp
office swivel chair

OfficeBox
mobile container

Serie 2000-T
counter element

NetWork
single table
with add-on table

Serie 800
combination, drawer, filing and
top cabinets, with cabinet ladder

School office, reception
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The LightUp office swivel chair provides ergonomically comfortable seating, with precise
adjustment to suit personal needs.
Thanks to Serie 800, any storage requirements
can be met with half-height or floor-to-ceiling
cabinets.

LightUp
office swivel chair

OfficeBox
mobile container

NetWork
single table

Serie 800
combination and top cabinets, drawer and
filing cabinets, horizontal roller-shutter cabinets

School office, reception

Elements for personally designed workplaces
The basic workplace element: the personal desk.
The NetWork single table offers a top-quality
workplace that looks both sleek and elegant.
The OfficeBox mobile container offers storage
space close to the workplace. It can also be
moved under the table to save space.
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How furniture supports your work
Counters can be elegantly and practically
equipped with the Serie 700 sliding-door cabinets, where stored documents can be accessed
quickly and easily. Add-on counter elements and
door surfaces are also available with high-quality wood veneers. The Serie 800 range covers
many other storage space requirements.

TopScript-I provides a surface that can be used
as a pinboard - an extremely practical solution
for the school office. It can also be used in other
areas.
The eddy toolbag can be clamped directly to the
desk, providing convenient access to the user’s
personal working materials at all times.

EVERYis1
office swivel chair

eddy
tool bag

Serie 700
cabinet with add-on
counter unit

Serie 901
rectangular table with
two square U-shaped legs

TopScript-I
long wall board with
cork surface

Serie 800
cabinets, wardrobe cabinets
combination and add-on cabinets,
drawer cabinets, cabinet ladder

School office, reception

In combination with the ergonomic EVERYis1
office swivel chair, the slender rectangular desk
from the Serie 901 provides the ideal personal
workplace.
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Shape
office swivel chair

Serie 2000-T
counter element

Serie 901
rectangular table on two square
U-shaped legs with disc bases

OfficeBox
mobile container

Hokki
stool

Serie 800
combi-cabinets and combi-shelves,
add-on cabinets

Workplace design in the school office
Serie 901 tables can be converted into spacious workplaces where the technology
is perfectly integrated, allowing the entire table surface to be used as a work area.
Our OfficeBox mobile containers provide personal storage space. Any other needs
can be covered using the Serie 800 cabinets.
The Shape office swivel chair has a built-in synchronised mechanism for the seat
and backrest, providing true ergonomic comfort and flexibility. The active Hokki
stool also provides a highly convenient, flexible seating solution. The light Serie
2000-T counter element marks the transition to the public area.

School office, reception
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LightUp
office swivel chair

Serie 901
rectangular table with
square U-shaped legs

Serie 800
combi-cabinets and add-on cabinets,
drawer and filing cabinets

Create fresh splashes of colour
Two Serie 901 rectangular tables can be placed side by side lengthways, creating
double workplaces. PC and monitor components are easy to integrate. The LightUp
office swivel chair provides an extremely comfortable seating option.
Thanks to Serie 800, it's possible to create not only floor-to-ceiling wall cabinets,
but also counter elements to meet every need. All surfaces are available with wood
veneers, or in a range of colours.
Serie 800
cabinets and add-on cabinets,
drawer and filing cabinets

School office, reception
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One cabinet system, multiple design options
The Serie 800 cabinets are ideal for use in the school office. The
versatile storage space they provide creates more efficient use of
the available wall area.
The system can be extended almost without limits in both height
and width. This makes it possible to reach the ceiling, bridging
over doors or niches where required. Shelving and cabinet elements can be freely combined and individual elements are available with swing doors, roller shutters, or as combined cabinets.
Drawers and suspension files, form compartments, or personal
mail compartments and lockers are also available as required.
Various body dimensions and different surfaces with a wide
range of colours are available.

Serie 800
combi-cabinets, drawer cabinets,
filing cabinets

School office, reception
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Discussions
in the staff room
Well-equipped for the school working day
Everyday work at the school entails varied tasks for teachers, so
the room arrangements and furnishings should correspond to facilitate this.
People come and go all day long in the staff room. Ideally, it
needs to provide space for many different things. For example,
short chats with colleagues, last-minute preparations for lessons,
or gathering together any required teaching materials. It should
also provide sufficient space for meetings in small or large groups.

Constantly changeable scenarios like these demand functional,
yet highly versatile furniture: For example, the space-saving
FlipTable-TF folding tables can be conveniently stored together
with their tops tilted vertically until needed. Compass-Soft fourlegged chairs are not only comfortable, but also easy to move
thanks to their castors. The Hokki active stool is perfect for brief
periods of sitting.
The following pages will show you how all this can mesh and
function seamlessly and in harmony.

Hokki
stool

Shift+ Base
height-adjustable
teacher’s desk

Compass-Soft
four-legged chair

FlipTable-TF
single table

Discussions in the staff room
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Meeting place for the team
The slender NetWork single tables can be combined into groups to
form welcoming conference areas in the Staff Room. The elegant
Stratos W chair is particularly comfortable for sitting.
Serie 800 mail and valuables compartments are integrated into
the cabinet wall. The TopScript-I elongated wall board provides
plenty of space for notices on writing or pinboard areas.
Stratos W
four-legged chair

NetWork
single table

TopScript-I
long wall board

Serie 800
mail compartments and
valuables lockers, half-height
cabinet with swing door

A kaleidoscope of colours
Why shouldn't Staff Rooms be more colourful? We offer you a
fresh palette of colours that make it possible to give both chair
and table surfaces a totally individual appearance.
The Serie 800 shelving and cabinet system can also be coordinated in the interplay of colours by highlighting certain elements to
match other furniture in the room.
Compass-VF
four-legged chair

NetWork
single table

Serie 800
half-height cabinet, shelving
cabinets, mailboxes and valuables
lockers, drawer cabinets

MediaPro-II
media rails
with boards

Serie Lounge
upholstered element
LowBack

Serie Lounge
side tables

Discussions in the staff room
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Greater flexibility with stackable furniture
Stackable furniture is perfect whenever changes need to be made in a hurry. The
exceptionally lightweight and stable LiteTable can be moved without difficulty,
thanks to its castors - providing a highly functional solution. The NF-Wire wireframe chair can also be stacked. This way, tables and chairs can be stored in reserve anywhere within the room and accessed quickly whenever needed.

NF-Wire
visitor’s chair with
steel wire frame

LiteTable
stackable tables

Shift+ Base
height-adjustable
teacher’s desk

Creating an inviting atmosphere
Colour is a key element for creating atmosphere within a room and furniture can
contribute to this. The JUMPER Ply Four four-legged chair is available in various
wood stains that create a range of effects. They can also be optimally harmonised
with the table-top variants of the NetWork single-seater tables.
The colours of the Serie 800 mail and valuables compartments integrated within
the cabinet wall can also be included in the design.
JUMPER Ply Four
four-legged chair

NetWork
single table

Serie 800
cabinets and add-on cabinets,
mailboxes and valuables lockers

Discussions in the staff room
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Working environment for an entire day in school
The staff room should provide space to meet every need, whether
it's concentrated work at a desk, discussion phases, or spontaneous
meetings.

NF-Compass
four-legged chair

Cross
single table

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

Serie 800
mail compartments and valuables
lockers, add-on cabinets,
half-height cabinets

The NF-Compass, or swivel chairs like the JUMPER Air Move and
Stratos S5, represent exactly the right furniture for this. Cross
single-seater tables also harmonise well within the layout. The
Serie 901 conference tables and RoundTable are also perfect for
group discussions. The Serie 800 shelving and cabinet system can
also be equipped with mail and valuables compartments.

JUMPER Air Move
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

Serie 901
conference table with
V-shaped foot

RoundTable
conference table

Stratos S5
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

Serie 700
sideboard

Discussions in the staff room
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PantoSwing-Soft
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

Serie 901
rectangular table on
two columns with disc bases

Serie Lounge
upholstered element
LowBack

Serie 800
cabinets and add-on cabinets,
mailboxes and valuables lockers

Working and relaxing
When taking time out from preparation or correction work, the Lounge series of upholstered
elements are perfect for relaxing, or an informal
chat with colleagues.
The PantoSwing-Soft and NF-Swing look great
paired with the elegant, understated Serie 901
table. They're also extremely comfortable. The
eddy toolbag holds personal working materials
and is easily clamped to the table.
The Serie 800 shelving and cabinet system provides the perfect solution for storage and
archiving space in the staff room. It also provides integrated personal mail and valuables
compartments.

NF-Swing
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

Serie 901
rectangular table with
square U-shaped legs

eddy
tool bag

Serie 800
cabinet wall with swing doors,
add-on and eddy cabinets

Discussions in the staff room
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JUMPER Air Meet
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

RondoSit-ST
single table

Serie 700
cabinet and sideboard

JUMPER Air Move
chair with starshaped foot rest

Serie 901
rectangular table with
two square U-shaped legs

Shift+ Landscape
cabinet, mobile

Round, rectangular, oval
Conference tables are available for small and large groups, with various table top geometries. The RondoSit-ST is ideal for small groups,
ideally accompanied by the JUMPER Air Meet cantilevered chair, with
its comfortable air-cushioned shell. The classic, elegant Serie 901
rectangular table can be combined well with the height-adjustable
JUMPER Air Move swivel chair.
With its organic oval shape and tapering legs, the JustBe singleseater table makes a characteristic impression. The four-legged classic SE 68 from the Egon Eiermann Collection, is every bit as characteristic and highly complimentary.

EEC SE 68
four-legged chair

JustBe
single table

JustBe
cabinet with drawer

MediaPro-II
media rails
with boards

Discussions in the staff room
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Serie 901
conference table with
two round, U-shaped legs

NetWork
conference table

NF-Move
chair with starshaped foot rest

Serie 800
half-height cabinets
and shelves

NF-Compass
four-legged chair

TopScript-I
long wall board with
cork surface
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Variety in the conference room
Every school needs something different from a conference room. We offer many
suitable solutions: for example, a range of conference table variants with different
table-top geometries.

JustBe
conference table
oblong shape

NetWork
single- and trapezoid table

JustBe
half-height cabinet

NF-Swing
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

JUMPER Ply Four
four-legged chair

Hokki
stool

TopScript-I
long wall board

Discussions in the staff room

These are accompanied by a range of chairs with a variety of seat shells and many
different subframe options, from star-foot designs and classic four-legged versions,
to forward-sprung cantilevered solutions. For users who only want to sit down
briefly, the Hokki active stool is a unique, but ideal choice.
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Serie 901
conference table with
two round, U-shaped legs

PantoSwing-Soft
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

Hokki
stool

eddy
tool bag

Serie 800
half-height cabinets
with swing doors

Serie 901
conference table with
two round, U-shaped legs

Compass-VF
four-legged chair

Serie 800
cabinets and
add-on cabinets

Fully-equipped conference rooms
The Serie 901 conference tables excel in both
design and function when paired with the cantilevered PantoSwing-Soft chair, or more classic
Compass-VF four-legged chair. The Hokki active
stool provides a highly innovative, alternative
option.
The combination of RoundTable and delicately
designed Stratos W visitors’ chairs create a particularly elegant appearance.
However, a fully-functioning conference room
also needs media equipment and storage space.
The eddy toolbag also provides a convenient,
mobile resource solution that can be simply
clamped to any table.

Stratos W
visitor’s chair

RoundTable
conference table

Discussions in the staff room
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Workplaces
in the staff room
The place for concentrated work
A typical working day at school is often long, where teaching
staff are usually expected to perform all manner of varied tasks
throughout. Many of these tasks can be carried out best and
most efficiently at a personal workplace.
Here, teaching staff can concentrate in peace and quiet on more
concentrated tasks, where the busy and often distracting communal areas of the staff room are not conducive. For example,
marking assignments, planning class activities, performing organisational tasks, or writing letters to parents.

With intelligent furniture solutions, such workplaces can be designed in a way that perfectly optimises the available space. To
make this possible, we supply combinations of harmonised elements. These consist of a single-seater table as an individual
work area and a lockable storage room element for work documents and personal objects.
On the following pages, we present a number of ideas regarding
how these workplace solutions can be ideally integrated within
the staff room.

JUMPER Air Move
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

Cross
single table

LearnBox
container

Workplaces in the staff room
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Teacher’s personal workplace
A lot of workspace in a compact area. The LearnBox provides just
this with its lower add-on cabinet for personal storage space,
which can be positioned to the left or right of the Cross singleseater table. The JUMPER Ply Move completes the ensemble as a
highly ergonomic working chair.
The MediaPro-II media rail is the perfect platform for organisation and team discussions.

Cross
single table

JUMPER Ply Move
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

LearnBox
container

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

The teacher’s office in the school
Personal workplaces in the school help make life easier for staff.
They don't need to take up much space either, as the combination
of the HomeBox lockable storage element and the NetWork
single-seater table shown here illustrates. The PantoMove-Soft
height-adjustable star-foot chair guarantees ergonomic, comfortable seating.
PantoMove-Soft
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

Serie Lounge
upholstered element
LowBack

HomeBox
personal workplace

NetWork
single table

The Lounge series of upholstered elements complement the
workplace by offering a space to sit, relax and chat.

Workplaces in the staff room
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Multi-tasking made easy
The Teachers’ Support Point offers space for all
kinds of tasks. The personal workplaces are
equipped with a lockable cupboard LearnBox.
The mobile stand-at table is perfect for exchanging information with your colleagues, or
for the joint preparation of projects.
The Lounge series vis-à-vis HiBack seating element, with integrated occasional table and visual screen providing acoustic insulation, allows
for private discussions within rooms - such as
parent meetings.
What's more, everything needed for everyday
school use, including notebooks or tablets, can
be conveniently packed and carried in the mobile eddy toolbag.

NF-Move
height-adjustable chair
with star-shaped foot rest

NF-Move (Plus)
height-adjustable chair
with star-shaped foot rest

Cross
single table

TriUnion
triangular stand-at table,
h=106 cm

Serie Lounge
Vis-à-vis-seating element HiBack,
side table

LearnBox
container

VisuBoard
whiteboard with interactive projector,
board wings, wall-mounted, height-adjustable

eddy
tool bag

Workplaces in the staff room
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Storage space
in the staff room
All-round solution for all requirements
Storage space is always needed! This is typically the case within
the staff room because everything is made available on-hand, or
archived. Teaching staff also need personal cabinets for mail or
valuables, for example.
As a full-range supplier, we can meet almost any challenge a staff
room can present. For example, the Serie 800 is an exceptionally
versatile shelving and cabinet system highly adaptable to meet a
multitude of storage space requirements. It also makes very efficient use of the available wall space.

The system is available in various body dimensions, where individual bodies can be freely combined to suit. As a result, shelf
and cabinet combinations can be extended almost without limitation in both width and height.
Serie 800 also offers simple solutions whenever doors or niches
need to be bridged over. The combinations can also include
wardrobe and kitchen modules, or a wide range of organisational
elements such as mail cabinets and lockers, for example.
On the following pages, we present a few examples so you can
see for yourself how well Serie 800 copes with the many potential staff room challenges!

Serie 800
cabinets and add-on cabinets,
mail compartments and valuables lockers

JUMPER Air Move
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

LearnBox
container

Cross
single table

Storage space in the staff room
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Storage space from floor to ceiling
Thanks to the Serie 800 shelving and cabinet system, it's
possible to use free wall areas as storage space. The system, which consists of basic and add-on cabinets, can be
extended right up to the ceiling. It can also bridge over
doors and niches.
The cabinet elements can be extended by drawers, suspension files, or mail and valuables compartments.

Serie 800
cabinets and add-on cabinets,
glass sliding-door cabinets

PantoMove-Soft
chair with starshaped foot rest

Serie 901
conference table on two
columns with disc bases

Lockable cabinets for the eddy toolbags complement this
arrangement further. Right next to the bag compartment,
there's also a storage compartment with a slot for personal messages.

Serie 800
cabinet wall with swing doors,
add-on and eddy cabinets

Serie 901
rectangular table with
square U-shaped legs

Compass-VF
four-legged chair

eddy
tool bag

Serie Lounge
upholstered element
LowBack

Serie 800
cabinets and add-on cabinets,
mail compartments and
valuables lockers

Storage space in the staff room
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Enjoy great design freedom
Floor-to-ceiling shelving and cabinet elements don't have to rob
the natural character and atmosphere of a staff room by turning
it into a purely functional archive area. The Serie 800 cabinets
and add-on elements ensure this is never the case.
Incorporating this solution, surfaces can have different designs,
with niche elements providing unique colour facets and highlights. This presents a much less uniform overall design, thus
creating a more homely impression.
The colours can be chosen to match the furniture within the
room. For example, the upholstered coverings of the NF-Swing
or PantoSwing cantilevered chairs.

PantoSwing-VF
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

NF-Swing
forward-flexing
cantilever chair

NetWork
single table

Cross
single table

Serie 800
cabinets, shelving cabinets, add-on cabinets
and niche elements

Storage space in the staff room
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Wardrobe and kitchen
included
The Serie 800 is a jack-of-all
trades. Wardrobe and kitchen
modules can also be integrated
into the cabinet wall.
The wardrobe with hook or rod
and shelf is combined with a
washbasin cabinet.
The high-performance kitchenette concealed behind the
cabinet doors contains a fridge
or dishwasher, basin, swivelling
LED lamp and (optionally) a
hot water boiler and ceramic
hob. There are also short shelf
inserts for storing crockery.

Serie 800
cabinets and shelving
cabinets, add-on cabinets

Serie 800
washbasin cabinet and
kitchenette

Storage space in the staff room
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Meetings with
parents, dialogue
Professional environment for meetings
Parent-teacher sessions at school need to promote a trusting,
confidential environment and protected atmosphere. All this is
defined by the spatial arrangement and ergonomic furniture design.
Such areas can be designed, for example, with a combination of
the Stratos W visitor’s chair and RondoSit-ST conference table.
The warm wood tones are appealing and inviting, with a tabletop size designed for confidential meetings in small groups. The

padded seat and backrest ensure comfort and also make it possible to achieve interesting colour effects. The Serie 700 sideboard
acts as an elegant storage element in this high-quality ensemble.
Upholstered elements with raised backrests can also be used in
an area like this. They provide discretion by offering both visual
and acoustic separation, ensuring the necessary privacy for conversations.
Simply take a look through the following pages and find out
what we have to offer.

Stratos W
visitor’s chair

RondoSit-ST
single table

Serie 700
cabinet and sideboard

Serie 800
cabinets and
add-on cabinets

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

Meetings with parents, dialogue

Verwaltung | 49
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PantoMove-Soft
chair with
star-shaped foot rest

Puzzle
free-form table

Serie 500
horizontal roller-shutter
cabinets

TopScript-I
long wall board

Confidential atmosphere for talks
Furniture also contributes to quality conversations by creating a trusting and confidential atmosphere. The raised backrests of the Lounge HiBack seating elements
make it possible to visually and acoustically separate discussion zones.
The individual quasi-organic shape of the Puzzle free-form tables create an environment that integrates all participants in the conversation equally, without any
hierarchy. They are ideally complemented by the PantoMove-Soft star-foot chair,
which is available in many different colours.

Serie 800
add-on, wardrobe and
combi-cabinets

Serie Lounge
seating element HiBack

RondoLounge-ST
side table

Meetings with parents, dialogue
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Coffee corner,
teachers’ lounge,
meeting place
Work more efficiently in a relaxed atmosphere
Wherever there's a dedicated tea or coffee making area, something is always happening. This is the place where current issues
are often discussed and it provides the shortest path for exchanging information. Furniture can further enhance the spontaneous
atmosphere of this meeting place in the form of stand-at tables
and matching seating elements.
The M-Table with side panels is available in standing height with
a foot support to ensure relaxed, active standing. The JUMPER Air
Move (Plus) with foot ring also supports this standing/sitting
posture.

The teachers’ lounge is an inviting place to withdraw and relax.
Can comfortable upholstered furniture elements take your mind
away from work? Absolutely! They provide a welcoming break
from the hustle and bustle of the working day, where teaching
staff can enjoy a period of relaxation.
However, they also provide a convenient space for informal discussions in small groups, brainstorming sessions, exchanging
ideas and to check and collate documents.

JUMPER Air Move (Plus)
chair with star-shaped foot rest

M-Table
table with side panels,
stand und sitting high

Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge ...
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PantoMove-VF (Plus)
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

RondoStand-ST
single table

Serie 800
half-height cabinets

TopScript-I
long wall board

Let's meet at the coffee machine
Here, a lot can be discussed and clarified quickly in a relaxed atmosphere. The right
furniture for this? Stand-at tables such as RondoStand-ST, TriUnion or TeamTable.
With their different basic shapes, they can be combined to form larger units.
They require chairs with a wide height-adjustment range intended for stand-at
tables. Chairs which also feature a comfortable foot support, such as the PantoMove-VF (Plus), the NF-Move (Plus) or the PantoMove-LuPo (Plus).
With Serie 800, it's also possible to design kitchen units or integrate kitchen elements directly within the cabinet wall. The Serie 600 mobile catering module can
be used anywhere in the building.

NF-Move (Plus)
chair with star-shaped foot
rest for 'high-up' sitting

TeamTable
free-form
stand-at table

Serie 600
catering module

TriUnion
stand-at office table

PantoMove-LuPo (Plus)
chair with star-shaped foot rest
for 'high-up' sitting ‘on high’

Serie 800
cabinets, add-on cabinets
and kitchenette

Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge ...
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Changing working posture
It is essential to switch frequently between sitting and standing in order to maintain an ergonomic balance. The TeamTable stand-at table, for example, invites
users to work in a standing position. Thanks to the unusual indented shape of the
table top, it can easily integrate everyone in a close-knit cooperative group. The
PantoMove-Soft (Plus) has a particularly large height-adjustment range, supporting combined sitting and standing. Feet can also rest in a relaxed position on the
adjustable foot ring.
PantoMove-Soft (Plus)
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

TeamTable
free-form
stand-at table

Serie 800
combi-shelves and glass
sliding-door cabinets

For team get-togethers
The Serie 901 single-seater table with column-type upright and disc foot, is ideally suited for informal discussions. The elegant high armrests of the Stratos W visitor’s chair positively invites participants to join in. The table top and moulded
wood seat shells combine harmoniously, creating visual interest.
Next to them, are the Lounge series upholstered elements with occasional tables.
This provides an alternative space for users to sit, relax and discuss.
Stratos W
visitor’s chair

Serie 901
single table with
columns with disc bases

Serie Lounge
upholstered element armchair,
sofa and bench LowBack

Serie Lounge
side tables

Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge ...
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Serie Lounge
armchair

Serie Lounge
upholstered element sofa, bench
and chaise longue LowBack

Serie Lounge
side tables

RondoStand-ST
stand-at table

Serie 800
combi-cabinets, add-on cabinets
and kitchenette

Relaxation area in everyday school life
Just switch off from the demands of the working day for a while. An array of welcoming lounge furniture is the perfect invitation to stop and refuel.
The Lounge series offers various elements to creatively design areas like this: A sofa, bench, chaise longue and armchair are all accompanied by occasional tables
with varying heights. The RondoStand-ST and RondoLounge-ST tables are also the
perfect match for these combinations.
It's also possible to integrate a practical kitchen module within the Serie 800 wall
cabinet.

Serie Lounge
upholstered element sofa and
chaise longue LowBack

RondoLounge-ST
side tables

Serie 800
mail cabinets, swing door
and add-on cabinets

Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge ...
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Serie Lounge
Vis-à-vis-seating element HiBack,
side tables

NF-Move
height-adjustable chair
with star-shaped foot rest

LearnBox
container

Cross
single table

eddy
tool bag

Working and relaxing
Here, there is space for everything: Concentrated work at the
teacher’s workplace and coordinated discussions with other teaching staff, in a closed-off vis-à-vis configuration. There are also options for relaxation and informal chats in this comfortable Lounge
arrangement.

Serie Lounge
upholstered element HiBack

RondoLounge-ST
side tables

JUMPER Ply Move
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

LearnBox
container

Cross
single table

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

The compact LearnBox cabinet, combined with the equally spacesaving Cross single-seater table, provide the necessary workplace.
Lounge series HiBack vis-à-vis elements, with integrated occasional table, provide a private team workspace effectively closed off on
three sides. The generous rounded form of the HiBack Lounge series is the perfect place to withdraw alone, or in small groups.

Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge ...
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Serie Lounge
arm chair

Serie 800
shelving cabinets and niches

Places to work and withdraw
Lounge furniture has long been at home in the modern working
world. This is evident in the extravagantly designed Lounge series
high armrest chairs. Their raised, forward-curving backrest provide a visual screen and discreet acoustics for paired discussions.
However, they are also perfect for withdrawing and concentrating alone.
The organic Puzzle seating elements represent an alternative for
relaxed sitting in a multitude of ways. The Puzzle free-form table
is also equally happy to break with straight-lined convention.

Puzzle
seating element

Puzzle
free-form table

Serie 800
mail compartments and
valuables lockers, drawer
and filing cabinets

Coffee corner, teachers’ lounge ...
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Specialist
teacher’s office,
management
The office as a highly functional work area in the school
The Administrative Office must fulfil various tasks. At the centre,
there is a functional desk and an ergonomic, adjustable swivel
chair. There is also storage space close at hand, as well as additional options for keeping documents accessible.
It's also important to provide a discussion area, or a visitor’s sofa
for talks with parents and informal meetings with colleagues.
Lastly, the school management office should also give an impression of competence and value, conveyed by the matching attributes and quality of spatial design and furniture.

The Specialist Teachers’ Office must enable focused work at the
worktable, encouraging the exchange of information between
colleagues – thanks to its inviting visitors’ chairs, small conference areas and comfortable upholstery elements.
For all these challenges, we supply solutions that provide efficient support for everyday work. Find out more on the following
pages.

Base station: the desk
In the Serie 901 desk, the workplace container that provides
close-at-hand storage can be directly integrated within the configuration, as an under-desk unit. The Serie 800 half-height sliding-door cabinet provides additional storage space.
The ergonomic Hero-Turn desk chair and the Hero-Swing cantilevered variant, which acts as a visitor’s chair, also fit perfectly
into this ensemble.

Hero-Turn
office swivel chair

Serie 901
rectangular table with container
substructure and U-shaped legs

Hero-Swing
cantilever chair

Serie 800
sliding door cabinet

Cloakroom
stand

Specialist teacher’s office …
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Sitting or standing working posture
With a desk like the Pareto, motor-driven height-adjustment can
be achieved at the touch of a button - permitting frequent changes
between sitting and standing for a more ergonomic work balance.
The RondoLift-KF circular table also offers continuous height-adjustment, allowing small meetings and discussions to take place
standing.
The Serie 500 sliding-door cabinets are a useful space-saver by
alleviating extra space-planning considerations when opening the
doors.

Hero-Turn
office swivel chair

Pareto
rectangular table with
C-shaped feet

OfficeBox
mobile container

Hero-Swing
cantilever chair

RondoLift-KF
height-adjustable sitting
and stand-at table

Serie 500
shelving cabinet

Specialist teacher’s office …
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Working and discussing
Functional Serie 901 single-seater tables and ergonomic EVERYis1 swivel chairs,
form the basis for the workplace. The OfficeBox mobile storage container, Serie 800
half-height and high-cabinet elements with sliding doors, provide storage space.

EVERYis1
office swivel chair

Serie 910
rectangular table with C-shaped
feet and height adjustable

OfficeBox
mobile container

Serie 800
horizontal roller-shutter
cabinets, half-heightand high cabinet

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

Thanks to the mobile Compass-Soft visitor’s chair, discussions can be held directly
at the workplace - or at the RondoSit-ST conference table with its oval, circular or
square top. The MediaPro-II media rail can be used for many different purposes,
such as working on concepts in groups, for example.

EVERYis1
office swivel chair

Serie 901
worktable with two
square U-shaped legs

OfficeBox
container

Serie 800
half-cabinet line

Compass-Soft
visitor’s chair

RondoSit-ST
single table

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

Specialist teacher’s office …
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Using available space as economically as possible
The Serie 901 desks contribute to the efficient planning of available spaces. Consequently, the container that provides the personal storage space is integrated directly within the design as an under-desk unit. This means fewer legs are required,
optimising space utilisation.

Single RondoSit-ST tables offer different tabletop sizes for additional conference
zones. The Stratos S5 chair, with its star-shaped foot rest, ensures a high level of
comfort.

EVERYis1
office swivel chair

Serie 901
worktable with disc-shaped leg
bases and container substructure

RondoSit-ST
single table

Stratos S5
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

TopScript-I
long wall board

Serie 700
sideboard

Specialist teacher’s office …

Thanks to their sliding doors, the Serie 700 sideboards also reduce the space requirement: no need to plan for extra space in order to open the doors.
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SBG 197 R
swivel chair

S 38 S/1
stool

JustBe
single table

JustBe
sideboard

The office reinterpreted
Why shouldn’t office areas have a homely, welcoming character? This is easily
achieved with the JustBe range of furniture. The construction beech used for the
wood veneer creates a natural, warm visual appearance and the oblique, tapering
legs convey a light, casually elegant impression.
The JustBe tables and sideboards are available as separate elements and also
space-saving integrated units. With its moulded wooden shell, the Stratos S5
swivel chair fits perfectly within this range. However, classics such as the SBG
167 R swivel chair and the S 38 S/1 stool from the Egon-Eiermann Collection,
also complement it very well.

Stratos S5
chair with star-shaped foot rest

JustBe
worktable with sideboard

ScreenPlus
table screen

Specialist teacher’s office …
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EVERYis1
office swivel chair

Serie 901
worktable with disc-shaped leg
bases and container substructure

Serie 700
sideboard

Serie 901
conference table with
disc-shaped leg bases

Stratos S4
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

TopScript-I
long wall board

Workplace and personal conversation
Functional worktable or elegant conference table? With NetWork, both requirements can be realised with a single system. On one hand, as an outstandingly
prestigious and elegant solution, on the other, a primarily functional design.
The EVERYis1 office swivel chair ensures an ergonomic seated position, while the
OfficeBox mobile container offers personal storage space.
The Serie 901 conference table, with its high-quality materials, is ideally complemented by the Stratos S4 star-foot chair. The NetWork conference table can be
ideally combined with the Compass-VF visitor’s chair.

EVERYis1
office swivel chair

OfficeBox
container

NetWork
worktable and
conference table

Compass-VF
visitor’s chair

Serie 500
shelving cabinet

TopScript-I
long wall board

Specialist teacher’s office …
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Optimally equipped for the school working day
With its functional, linear design, the Serie 901 worktable harmonises superbly
with the Serie 800 half-height cabinet units. The RondoSit conference table also
combines convincingly with the comfortable PantoSwing-Soft cantilevered chairs.

EVERYis1
office swivel
chair

OfficeBox
container

NetWork
worktable and
conference table

NF-Compass
visitor’s chair

Serie 500
shelving cabinet

TopScript-I
long wall board

Individual colour effects can be achieved with the seat upholstery of the OfficeBox container - also the EVERYis1 office swivel chair, as well as with the seat shell
of the NF-Compass visitor’s chair. However, the colours of the subframe and top of
the NetWork work and conference table can be harmonised with the Serie 500
cabinet elements.
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Serie 901
worktable with two
square U-shaped legs

OfficeBox
container

Serie 800
half-cabinet line

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

PantoSwing-Soft
visitor’s chair

RondoSit-ST
single table

ScreenPlus
wardrobe

Specialist teacher’s office …

EVERYis1
office swivel chair
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Janitor,
archive rooms
The easy solution for clarity and organisation
In the working life of any janitor, order is half the battle. Having
the right shelving and storage system makes a vital contribution
when providing as many adaptable and organisational options as
possible within the available space.
With its cabinet and add-on elements, the Serie 800 can be extended and combined almost without limits. It can also accommodate plastic drawers of various sizes and formats to store
small parts or materials.

However, for janitors, office work means not only storing and
archiving, but also documenting and managing. The various formats of the NetWork single-seater table are ideal for this. This
table can be combined, for example, with the PantoMove-VF
height-adjustable swivel chair and the Compass-VF four-legged
visitor’s chairs. In addition to round things off, the MediaPro-II
media rail.
On the following pages, we present a few design suggestions.

Compass-VF
visitor’s chair

NetWork
single table

Serie 800
add-on, sliding door
and half-height cupboards

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

Janitor, archive rooms
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Order reigns in the Janitor’s office
The best recipe for keeping things tidy and maintaining a clear
overview is a shelving and cabinet system like the Serie 800,
which can be tailored to meet individual requirements – thanks
to the many organisational options. To this, we can add the MediaPro-II media rail and the TopScript-I elongated wall board.
These help ensure nothing important gets forgotten.
PantoMove-VF
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

Serie 901
conference table with
two round, U-shaped legs

Serie 800
cabinet wall

MediaPro-II
media rails with boards

The NetWork and Serie 901 worktables and conference tables
come in many formats. They can be combined with the PantoMove-VF and PantoMove-LuPo chairs, or the Hokki+ active stool
for short periods of sitting.

PantoMove-LuPo
chair with star-shaped
foot rest

NetWork
single table with
dockable stand-at desk

OfficeBox
container

Hokki
stool

Serie 800
shelving cabinets, drawer
and filing cabinets

TopScript-I
long wall board

Janitor, archive rooms
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Storage space from floor to ceiling
The Serie 800 shelving and cabinet system can
be extended right up to ceiling height. It can also be used to bridge over doors and niches. As a
result, any available wall space can be used for
archive areas, or in storerooms for teaching
equipment.
A guide rail for a stepladder can also be integrated in the shelving system, enabling items
stored at height to be accessed safely at any
time.

Serie 800
cabinet wall
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